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ABSTRACT 
Designing good error-correcting codes typically 

requires searching in search spaces. The vastness 
of search space precludes the use of brute force 
techniques such as exhaustive enumeration. The 
problem of designing codes so that each code repels 
others(in the sense of hamming distance) fits well 
in the framework of neural networks. Formulating 
an energy function to design codes is very difficult 
and cannot satisfactorily be solved by Hopfield neu- 
ral network model. To alleviate these problems, 
a probabilistic neural network model is proposed. 
The usefulness of the proposed model is investigated 
with respect to maximal distance codes and con- 
stant weight codes. Results of some code param- 
eters that have been designed using the proposed 
model are presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Deterministic algorithms to solve some of the 
problems that are combinatorial in nature consume 
a large amount of time. But many problems re- 
quire optimal solution in a reasonable amount of 
time. Several probabilistic methods such as Sim- 
ulated annealing[l] and Genetic algorithms[6] have 
been proposed to find (near) optimal solutions. 

In the recent past, neural network methodolo- 
gies gained prominence by solving a variety of prob- 
lems spanning different areas. Neural network mod- 
els operate using localized computation leading to 
a globally acceptable solution. As these models 
are inherently parallel, these are quite effectively 
utilized to solve combinatorial problems. Hop- 
field network[5] is the first of its kind that has 
been applied to Combinatorial Optimization(C0) 
problems. As Hopfield network converges to lo- 
cal minimum, stochastic models such as Boltzrnan 
Machine[2] , Stochastic Mean Field Annealing [3] 

have been proposed to find global optimal solu- 
tion. These stochastic models find optimal solution 
asymptotically. These models require to formulate 
objective function in the form of an energy func- 
tion that is minimized or maximized by co-operative 
parallel operations of neurons. 

Some problems such as design of codes, discussed 
in next section, cannot be fit within the framework 
of Hopfield network. New models have to be de- 
signed to study this type of problems. 

In this paper, we propose a probabilistic neu- 
ral network model to generate good communica- 
tion codes. Both Maximal Distance Codes(MDC) 
and Constant Weight Codes(CWC) are considered 
in this study. This paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 discusses about coding problem and the 
complexity involved in finding good codes. A proba- 
bilistic neural network model is presented in Section 
3. Experimental study and results are presented in 
Section 4. 

2 COMMUNICATION CODES 

Shannon’s paper[9] on information theory has a 
tremendous impact on coding theory. Coding the- 
ory is mostly used in 1) Digital Data Transmission, 
and 2) Digital Data Storage. Former deals with 
the transmission of data via communication chan- 
nel, whereas the later deals with the storage aspects 
of the digital data. Coding theory helps in fast and 
reliable data transmission. Data may get corrupted 
during transmission due to noise, distortion, and 
interference. Coding theory deals with the design 
aspect of codes such that the corrupted data can be 
detected/corrected at the receiver site. Communi- 
cation mechanism is shown in Fig. 1. 

Data from the source is divided into data seg- 
ments each of size k, i.e., a sequence of k characters. 
The k character sequence is fed to encoder which in 
turn encodes it into an 1(1 > k) character sequence, 
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called code word, and sends to modulator. Modu- 
lator converts this character sequence into a signal 
and transmits it via channel. The reverse process 
is undertaken at receiver site. Out of 2' possible 
code words, only 2'" will be taken and are associ- 
ated with 2k input sequences. The redundant char- 
acters, I - k are used to detect/correct errors at the 
receiver site. The number of errors that can be cor- 
rected for a code with minimum hamming distance, 
d,  are [(d - 1)/2]. Coding theory helps in design- 
ing error-correcting codes such that the maximum 
number of errors can be corrected with minimum 
communication bandwidth. 

Many coding techniques have been developed. 
Some of them include, Linear block codes, Cyclic 
codes, Reed-Solomon codes, BCH codes, and Con- 
volution codes[8]. In this paper, we confine our dis- 
cussion to two linear block codes namely maximal 
distance codes, and constant weight codes. Before 
we briefly explain about these two, we discuss some 
of the parameters used in coding theory. The size 
of the code is the number of code words in the code 
C. The number of different characters that form an 
alphabet set is called the arity of the code. We 
use arity 2, i.e., binary code words. The hamming 
distance, d H  between two code words is the total 
number of positions at which two code words dif- 
fer. The weight of a code word, w is the number of 
non-zero bits in it. 

Maximal Distance Code: Maximal distance 
code, M ( I ,  N ,  d)  is a set of N code words, each of 
length 1 and d is the minimum of hamming distances 
between all pairs of different code words in the code, 
i.e., d = mini,,,a#, { d H ( c , ,  c j ) }  where cz,  c, E C = 

It is very difficult to find a code for the given val- 
ues of I ,  N ,  and d. The lower and upper bounds of 
N are available in the literature[8] for the given val- 
ues of I and d. The number of codes to be checked 
in order to find good codes is ( $ ) .  For simple 

M(7,16,3) code, approximately lo2' possible com- 
binations have to be checked to find RIDC. This 
clearly indicates the fact that exhaustive enumera- 
tion to find good code is not feasible. 

Constant Weight Code: This code, 
A(1, NI w ,  d )  is a set of N code words and weight 
of each code word is equal to w. Other parameters 
are same as above. Mathematical analysis provides 
upper and lower bounds of N for some values of 1 
and d. Readers are referred to a paper by Conway 
and Sloane[lO] for details. 

{Cl, ' .  . l  C N } .  

Channel 

Receiver Decoder Demodulator 

Fig. 1. Communication Mechanism. 

The problem of finding good codes has been at- 
tempted by using Simulated Annealing[7] and Ge- 
netic Algorithms[l l]. These techniques solve the 
problem by formulating it as an optimization prob- 
lem. In this problem, each code word repels all 
others by trying to maximize the mutual hamming 
distance. Such problem fits very well within the 
neural network framework. In the next section, we 
present a neural network model in which each node 
represents a code word. 

3 A PROBABILISTIC 
NEURAL NETWORK 

Codiiig problem, i.e., generating good codes, 
cannot be formulated as a quadratic energy func- 
tion, that is required for Hopfield network type 
niodels[5,2]. Subsequently it cannot be solved by 
using those models A specialized neural network 
design is necessary to solve it effectively. We dis- 
cuss about the network architecture followed by net- 
work dynamics. In this model, each node is inter- 
connected to all other nodes and each node repre- 
sents a code word. The output of neuron is a code 
word vector. This model assumes that each node 
possesses some memory and processing capability. 
Each neuron operates on its own using the outputs 
of other neurons and tries to repel others, maximiz- 
ing mutual hamming distance. Network is said to 
converge to a solution if the minimal hamming dis- 
tance between any pair of nodes is not less than the 
specified hamming distance d. 

The vectors, a output code vector and a prob- 
ability vector, reside in  each node. Each value in 
the probability vector denotes the probability of 
the corresponding bit in the code word being tog- 
gled. Double stochasticity is involved in deciding 
neuronal output vector modification. Each node 
decides whether to change its output vector or not 
based on the hamming distances with the outputs 
of connected nodes and this is performed as follows: 

Node i is updated if rand(0,l) < ezp( - (d  - 
d,)/TL 
where d, = 
Once node decides to update its output, its network 

d,, , V j  such that d;j 5 d. 
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response vector Y is computed and is used to cal- 
culate the probability vector. The method of com- 
puting the network response vector depends on the 
problem at hand and is discussed later. Probability 
vector P; for node i is computed as follows, 

ezp( - y ) 
W )  Cqe4- T 

Pi(,) = 

In the above equation, the term T is called tem- 
perature that controls the stochasticity in deciding 
which bit to  toggle in the output vector. At large 
values of T ,  all bits have equal probability of get- 
ting selected for toggling. A bit is selected using 
the probability vector and is toggled. 

Now the problem is to compute the network re- 
sponse vector which plays a crucial role in finding 
good codes. Computation of Y depends on the 
problem and is different for the MDC and the CWC. 
In the case of MDC, a difference vector V;, between 
two nodes i and j is calculated and then Y,  is com- 
puted. 

vZj(r) = 11 - (ci - c j ) l , i  # j 

c 

Algorithm for the MDC is presented in Fig. 2. 
For constant weight codes, we have to impose an 
implicit constraint, that is the weight of the code 
word should remain w even after updation. This 
can be guaranteed by toggling one 1 and one 0, so 
that the weight remains unchanged. Here two prob- 
ability vectors, P," and P: for node i are calculated 
as given below, 

C t ( T ) W ( -  m) T 

c, c d q ) e 4 -  y) 
(1 - s ( r ) ) e z p ( - V )  p;' = 

Cq(l - C E ( Q ) ) e V ( - y )  

P,p = 

Using the two probability vectors, two bit posi- 
tions are selected and the respective bits are t,og- 
gled. Algorithm for the CWC is presented in Fig. 
3. 

All code words are initialized with random bits 
in the case of the MDC and are initialized with ran- 
dom constant weight code words in the case of the 
CWC. The initial temperature is set to 10.0 and 
is decreased by multiplying with a constant factor, 

a(0.95).  The number of inner loop iterations is ini- 
tially set t,o 10 and is increased as the temperature 
decreases, by multiplying with a factor l / a .  Node 
updation ceases when network finds a solution sat- 
isfying minimal hamming distance. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND 
RESULTS 

We carried out our experiments on a PC/AT-386 
machine. Parameters of some of the maximal dis- 
tance codes that were designed are shown in Table 
I. We found some good constant weight codes than 
those reported in Reference [7]. Those code param- 
eters are listed in Table 11. Detailed listing of these 
codes are available in the Reference[4] 

)le I 

Table 11. 

Execution time of each run ranged from few 
seconds to 10 minutes. For small codes, such as 
M(7,16,3) and M(7,6,3), network converged to  final 
solution wit,hin one or two runs. Whereas for codes 
such as A(23,30,9,10), the network had to  be run 
many times with different temperature schedules to  
find a solution. The method of computing the net- 
work response vector is important in finding good 
codes. 

Our investigation on the use of neural network 
model to solve coding problem gives an insight into 
the design aspects of neural network models for 
some intractable problems. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In  this paper, a probabilistic neural network 
model to find good codes has been proposed. In 
this model, each node assumes some memory and 
processing capability. Network algorithms for the 
MDC and the CWC designs have been presented. 
A code word is represented with a node in the net- 
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work that repels all other nodes in order to maxi- 
mize the mutual hamming distances. Experimental 
results indicate that neural network model is quite 
effective in finding good codes. Some parameters of 
the codes that were found with the proposed model 
have been presented. Parallel implementation of the 
proposed model is under progress. 
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while(T’rar > T&) 
begin 

count = 0, 
while(count < Max-Ite) 
begin 

select a node i randomly, 
compute yi, P, 
j = select-bit(P,) 

count = count+l 
Ci(j) = abs(1 - c , ( j ) )  

end 
TMax = @TMax 

end 

select h i t  ( P, ) 
begin 

slim = 0.0; p = random(0.0,l.O); 
forj = 1 to I do 

SllITl = SUI11 + P t ( j ) ;  
if( suni 2 11) return(j); 

end 

Fig.2. Algorithm for MDC 

while(Tfi,fax > Tnzin) 
begin 

count, = 0, 
wliile(coi~nt, < Max-Ite) 
begin 

select, a. node i ra.ndomly, 
compute ~ i ,  P f ,  P: 
jo = select-hit(P,0) 
j l  = seIect.-bit(P,l) 
C i ( j 0 )  = 1 , C i h )  = 0,  
count = count+l 

end 
Tn’f,, = QTvra.r 

eiid 

Fig.3. Algorit,lini for CWC. 
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